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Abstract



49



of water saturated Portland cement cores (30-mm in diameter), with supercritical CO2 at 90°C



50



and 30 MPa, has been investigated using Raman micro-spectrometry on polished sample



51



sections and X-ray micro-diffraction. The three calcium carbonate polymorphs (calcite,



52



aragonite and vaterite) were clearly distinguished using both techniques and their distribution



53



along the main CO2 diffusion direction could be mapped at the millimetre scale using a dynamic



54



line-scanning Raman mapping tool. The calcium carbonate 2-D distribution clearly shows that



55



vaterite, the least stable of the three CaCO3 polymorphs, is mostly located in a 500-µm wide



56



ring ahead of the carbonation zone. This feature indicates that vaterite is the first CaCO3



57



polymorph to crystallize within the cement sample in the course of the carbonation process. The



58



presence of a vaterite front indicates that local mineral-solution equilibration can be slower than



59



species transport, even above ambient conditions, and that kinetics cannot be ignored in the



60



cement carbonation process. By using calcite and vaterite precipitation kinetic data from the



61



literature and assuming a water-mineral kinetics based on the Transition State Theory, the width



62



of the vaterite front inferred from Raman mapping is reproduced with a purely diffusive 1D



63



transport code when the vaterite dissolution coefficient is set to ca. 1.6 mol.m-2.h-1.



The spatial distribution of CaCO3 polymorphs formed during the experimental carbonation



64 65



1. Introduction



66



The efficiency of underground CO2 storage either in deep saline aquifers or in



67



depleted oil and gas fields mostly relies on the well-bore integrity. There are more and more



68



lines of evidence, that Portland cement which is used as sealing material around the well-



69



bore will react when exposed to CO2-rich fluids under down-hole conditions. Both



70



experimental simulations (Bruckdorfer, 1986; Barlet-Gouédard et al., 2006; 2007; in press;



71



Duguid et al., 2006; Kutchko et al., 2007; Jacquemet et al., 2008; Rimmelé et al., 2008) and



72



natural case (SACROC, Carey et al., 2007) show that Portland hydraulic cement pastes



73



develop reaction fronts (carbonation and/or alteration) in CO2-rich fluid environments



74



which may affect their hydromechanical properties (Fabbri et al., 2009;). These fronts



75



reflect a carbonation process which is mostly transport-limited owing to the high reactivity



76



of Ca-bearing cement phases such as portlandite or calcium silicate hydrates (C-S-H) with
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77



CO2-rich fluids. Potentially, this high-reactivity is convenient for numerical simulation



78



since local equilibrium can then be considered (Moranville et al., 2004; Huet et al., 2008).



79



However, detailed mineralogical inspection of carbonated cement samples (either



80



experimentally or in real injection wells, SACROC) shows that metastable CaCO3



81



polymorphs (aragonite and vaterite) can form and even be preserved, ruling out the local



82



equilibrium assumption. The metastable nucleation and persistence of these carbonates can



83



be understood in the frame of the Ostwald crystallization rule where nucleation kinetics of



84



metastable forms is relatively high whereas transformation kinetics towards the most stable



85



form (i.e., calcite) is relatively slow. In the present study, for the first time, the 2-D



86



distribution of CaCO3 polymorphs in experimentally carbonated Portland cement cores is



87



assessed using a new line-scanning setup for Raman mapping (Bernard et al., in press)



88



combined to powder X-ray micro-diffraction performed on selected areas. The measured



89



carbonate distribution is interpreted on basis the of a 1-D reaction-transport numerical



90



model using kinetics data for CaCO3 precipitation and dissolution from the literature. These



91



data on calcium carbonate distribution will contribute to the effort of simulating Portland



92



cement carbonation under relevant borehole boundary conditions for realistic cement



93



chemistry.



94 95 96 97 98 99



2. Materials and methods 2.1 Carbonation procedure Portland cement cores (Class G oilfield cement, slurry density=1.89 g/cm3, 30-mm diameter, 65-mm length) are prepared according to ISO/API Specifications 10, section 5



100



using fresh water. They are cored from a cement slurry cured in cubic molds for 72 hours at



101



21 MPa and 90ºC, and stored in water. Then, they are loaded without removing the porous



102



water in a high-pressure and high-temperature vessel for CO2 exposures. The experimental



103



set-up used in the present study has been extensively described elsewhere (Barlet-Gouédard



104



et al., 2006; 2007; Rimmelé et al., 2008) and will be only outlined here. Water is first



105



loaded into the vessel and pressure is increased by pumping CO2 under the liquid state. The



106



vessel is then externally heated up to 90°C and high pressure, 30 MPa, is reached. Two



107



gravity separated fluids occur in the vessel: CO2-saturated water at the bottom of the reactor
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108



and water-saturated CO2, i.e. wet supercritical CO2, at the upper half of it. Samples are



109



pilled up in the vessel in such a way that part of them is in contact with CO2-saturated water



110



whereas others are only exposed to wet supercritical CO2. At the end of the experiments,



111



temperature is first decreased and then pressure is slowly (a few hours) released by opening



112



the pressure release valve manually. A longitudinal and/or horizontal section of the sample



113



is then cut for further phase characterization.



114 115



2.2 Characterization techniques



116



Characterization of the mineralogical changes encountered in the Portland cement cores



117



after being exposed to a CO2-rich fluid is performed by combining Raman micro-



118



spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction and scanning electron microscope (Hitachi, S-2500)



119



equipped with an Energy Dispersive Spectrometer (Thermo-Noran).



120



X-ray micro-diffraction patterns are obtained from less than 0.05 mm3 of sample powder,



121



picked up with a 0.5-mm diameter drill. The first 100 micrometers of the samples surface



122



are removed to avoid superficial carbonates formed by secondary carbonation in air. The



123



powder is then glued on a polymer fiber which is centered and spins at the focal of a high



124



flux X-ray beam (parabolic mirror system from OSMIC, Inc) collimated at 300 µm. Current



125



conditions for generating the X-ray beam were set to 200 mA and 40 kV as generated by a



126



rotating cupper anode (Rigaku – 18 kW max.). The diffracted-beam intensity is collected



127



with an INEL CPS-120 detector (at ENS, Paris) with accumulation times of around 20



128



minutes.



129



Raman data are collected using a Renishaw® InVia Raman microspectrometer (at ENS,



130



Paris) equipped with a 785 nm near infrared diode laser, a 1200 grooves/mm holographic



131



grating and a RENCAM 2d CCD detector. For point analysis, performed at room



132



temperature, the laser was focussed through a Leica DMLM microscope with a x50



133



objective (numerical aperture NA = 0.75). The signal was analyzed with a RENCAM CCD



134



detector (400*576 pixels). This configuration yields a planar resolution of around 2 or 3 µm



135



and adjusting the laser power, which is initially of 300 mW, avoids laser-induced



136



heating/damaging of the sample. Point by point Raman mapping with a sampling step of



137



about 1µm (only limited by the minimum laser spot size which is 1 µm) and a spectral
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138



resolution of 2.26 cm-1 has been achieved. Using an XYZ motorized stage supplied by Prior



139



Scientific with a mechanical precision of 0.1 µm in (x,y) allows to control the spatial



140



resolution. To map large areas up to a few mm2 without drastically increasing the total



141



acquisition time, we used the StreamLine mapping tool recently developed by Renishaw



142



and described by Bernard et al. (in press). In this system, the exciting laser beam is used to



143



illuminate a line on the sample along which multiple Raman spectra are recorded



144



simultaneously. This exciting line on the sample is produced using a cylindrical lens before



145



the microscope which can be moved in and out of the optical path to provide point or line



146



illumination. Using a 50x objective the laser line is about 25-µm long (Y) and 1-µm wide



147



(X), both displaying Gaussian distributions of intensity to a first approximation. This



148



configuration shortens drastically the total acquisition time by up to 50 times compared to



149



point mapping and makes possible the mapping of large areas with high imaging resolution,



150



with a sampling step down to 1.1 µm, only limited by the minimum spot size which is 1



151



× 1.1 µm (Bernard et al., in press). In this line focus configuration, the laser power is also



152



well below the threshold resulting in radiation damage to the sample. In addition, each data



153



point is in fine illuminated by the whole line thanks to the total synchronization of the



154



Raman signal acquisition on the CCD detector with the mechanical displacement of the XY



155



motorized stage. Signal to noise ratios are then homogeneous over the map whatever the



156



exciting line intensity profile (Bernard et al., in press; Chopin et al., in press). Each



157



measured spectrum is subsequently compared to reference spectra (peak position, width and



158



intensity) using a principal component analysis method provided by the Renishaw software



159



(Wire 3.0). A correlation index is calculated for each point. Index values are comprised



160



between 0 and 1, with 1 indicating full correlation with the reference spectrum, thus



161



allowing semi-quantitative information to be determined for the whole area. In the maps



162



presented here, a specific color is assigned to each particular reference mineral spectrum.



163



Each pixel of the mapped area displaying an index value greater than 0.7 for a particular



164



reference (in order to take into account the signal noise) has been represented in the specific



165



colour of this reference.



166
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167



2.3 Numerical modelling



168



The reactive transport of CO2 through the pore water of Portland cement can be



169



summarized as follows (Figure 1A): the pH contrast between the Ca-free CO2-saturated



170



water (pH = 2.9 at 90°C, 30 MPa and the simplified-cement (i.e., with portlandite as single



171



carbonating phase) pore water pH 10.2 at 90°C) drives H+ (inward) and Ca2+ (outward)



172



diffusion. This diffusion process leads to portlandite under-saturation and to the dissolution



173



of this mineral. At the same time, the inward diffusion of CO2 aqueous species brings Ca-



174



carbonate to saturation. Ultimately, these calcium carbonates may dissolve if the boundary



175



conditions (CO2 saturation, constant pH and Ca-free solution) are maintained. We modelled



176



this whole process using a simple 1D reaction-diffusion code based on finite volumes. The



177



main CO2 diffusion direction (1D) is decomposed into a series of cells (mesh) containing a



178



mineral assemblage composed of portlandite spread in an inert porous matrix. The presence



179



of C-S-H phases is ignored in this simple model in order to avoid the complexity of dealing



180



with a solid solution series of poorly known behaviour in CO2-rich environments (Corvisier



181



et al., 2008). The computer code calculates the space and time variations of both volume



182



fraction of solid-phases and composition of aqueous pore-solution composition. Obviously,



183



pressure and temperature are assumed to be homogeneously distributed and constant



184



throughout the sample. The model consists in the following set of equations [1] including



185



Nelt chemical element conservation laws, Naq mass action laws for aqueous species



186



equilibria and Nmin kinetic laws for water/mineral interactions, for each mesh: N ⎧ ∂ ⎛ N aq ⎞ ⎛ N min ⎞ ⎞ ∂ ⎛ aq aq eff aq ⎪ ⎜⎜ ∑ α l ,i n i ⎟⎟ − 2 ⎜⎜ ∑ α l ,i D i n i ⎟⎟ + ⎜⎜ ∑ β l ,mϑ m ⎟⎟ = 0, ∀ l ∈ [1, N elt ] ⎠ ⎪ ∂t ⎝ i =1 ⎠ ⎝ m =1 ⎠ ∂x ⎝ i =1 ⎪ N elt ⎞ ⎪⎛ ⎨ ⎜⎜ ∑ ν j ,k log a k ⎟⎟ − log a j − log K j = 0, ∀ j ∈ [N elt + 1, N aq ] ⎠ ⎪ ⎝ k =1 ⎪ ∂φ V ⎪ m − m ϑ m = 0, ∀ m ∈ [1, N min ] t V ∂ ⎪⎩ tot



[1]



187



where νi,H2O denotes the number of H2O molecules in the aqueous species i, µH2O,m is the



188



number of H2O molecules in the mineral m, zi is the charge of the aqueous species i, αl,i is



189



the number of element l in the aqueous species i, niaq is the number of moles of the aqueous



190



species i in the current mesh. Dieff is the effective diffusion coefficient for the aqueous
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191



species i (Garboczi & Bentz, 1992), β l,m the number of element l in mineral m, ϑm the



192



precipitation/dissolution rate for mineral m, νj,k the stoechiometric coefficient of aqueous



193



species k in the forming reaction of the aqueous species j, ak the activity (determined by an



194



extended Debye-Hückel model) for the aqueous species k, Kj the equilibrium constant for



195



the formation reaction of the aqueous species j, φm the volume fraction of mineral m, Vm the



196



molar volume for the mineral m and Vtot the current mesh volume. Water/minerals kinetic laws are based on the Transition State Theory (TST, Lasaga



197 198



[1981, 1998]) and can be written as follows: δm ⎧ ⎛Q ⎞ ⎪ k mp s m ⎜ m − 1 ⎟ ⎜ K ⎟ ⎪ ⎝ m ⎠ = ⎨ δ md ⎛ ⎪ Qm ⎞ d ⎪ − k m s m ⎜⎜ 1 − K ⎟⎟ m ⎠ ⎝ ⎩ p



ϑm



[2]



199



where km denotes the kinetic constant for precipitation/dissolution of mineral m, Km the



200



equilibrium constant, Qm the ionic activity product of the solution (Qm/Km−1 or 1−Qm/Km is



201



the saturation degree measuring the gap to equilibrium) and δm a mineral-specific empirical



202



coefficient.



203



sm is the reactive surface calculated considering a solid-sphere model (a packing of ideal,



204



disjoined spherical grains):



sm



⎛ r ⎞ = c m s ⎜⎜ m0 ⎟⎟ ⎝ rm ⎠



2



0 m



[3]



205



where cm denotes a reactive coefficient which adjust the geometric surface to the reactive



206



surface for the mineral m (Brosse et al., 2005), sm0 the initial reactive surface, rm0 the initial



207



grain radius and rm the current grain radius.



208
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209 210 211



3.1 Main carbonation features



212



The mineralogical and porosity changes encountered in Portland cement samples when



3. Phase characterization results



213



exposed to CO2-rich fluids have been fully described in previous experimental studies



214



(Barlet-Gouédard et al., 2007; Rimmelé et al., 2008) performed using the same



215



experimental procedure (90°C, 28 MPa) on rigorously identical cement samples. These



216



studies show that the pH contrast between acidic CO2-fluids and cement, as mentioned



217



above, leads to relatively fast reactions (at least compared to species diffusive transport)



218



which involve both carbonation and dissolution of the cement medium. Thus, the alteration



219



process is characterized by a complex series of reactive fronts (Barlet-Gouédart et al., 2007;



220



Rimmelé et al., 2008; Figure 1B). Practically, these reactions are materialized by significant



221



porosity changes (Rimmelé et al., 2008) as well as the formation of an alteration front



222



(Figure 2A), the propagation of which is controlled by aqueous species diffusion through



223



the porosity of the cement medium (Corvisier et al., 2008). Large aragonite crystals (mm in



224



size) appear to nucleate and grow onto the cement cores surface (Figure 2A). Fresh cement,



225



i.e. before carbonation, is mainly composed of portlandite, Ca(OH)2 or CH, and calcium



226



silicate hydrates (C-S-H) which form most of the cement matrix. Remaining unhydrated



227



grains of dicalcium silicate (Ca2SiO4 or C2S) and of tricalcium silicate (Ca3SiO5 or C3S),



228



and tetracalcium aluminoferrite, (CaO)4.Al2O3.Fe2O3 or C4AF, can also be observed (Figure



229



2B). Whatever the CO2-rich fluid (CO2-saturated water or wet supercritical CO2), in the



230



carbonated zone of cements, apart from C4AF, all the Ca-bearing phases initially present



231



have reacted to form calcium carbonates (mainly calcite and aragonite + traces of vaterite)



232



along with amorphous silica gel (Figure 2C). Reminiscent C-S-H with very low Ca/Si ratio



233



(0.2 - 0.3) are possibly preserved but portlandite has fully reacted. The occurrence of the



234



three calcium carbonate polymorphs is an evidence of disequilibrium in the carbonated zone



235



of the sample and tends to indicate that the role of kinetic factors cannot be ignored for



236



calcium carbonate precipitation. In turn, the distribution of metastable CaCO3 polymorphs



237



can give information on the physical and chemical conditions having prevailed locally



238



within the carbonated samples.



239
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240



3.2 CaCO3 polymorph distribution along the main diffusion path



241



The CaCO3 polymorph distribution-profile across the sample can be determined using



242



micro-focused XRD on powder collected from a cross-section of core sample ENS90-35T



243



(Figure 3; Table 1). The use of around 0.05 mm3 of sample only is responsible for the



244



relatively poor signal/noise ratio of the corresponding diffraction patterns. However, the



245



three CaCO3 polymorphs can easily be identified with this technique (Figure 3). For



246



example, the absence of carbonates in the cement sound zone (inner part of the sample)



247



along the profile can be confirmed whereas the three polymorphs: calcite, aragonite and



248



vaterite are observed in the carbonated zone. Vaterite is mainly concentrated in the vicinity



249



of the sound zone, in the very thin “carbonation front”, ahead of the carbonated zone (Table



250



2).



251



Raman micro-spectrometry can also be used to identify the different CaCO3 polymorphs



252



and it offers a much better spatial resolution (down to 1 µm) than XRD. Raman



253



spectroscopy has already been successfully applied to the characterization of cement phases



254



and their hydration/carbonation (Tarrida et al., 1995; Kirkpatrick et al., 1997; Deng et al.,



255



2002; Martinez-Ramirez et al., 2003; Potgieter-Vermaak et al., 2006; Martinez-Ramirez et



256



al., 2006; Ibáñez et al., 2007). On the un-carbonated part of the samples (N100-523T), the



257



use of an incident near infra-red laser (785 nm) reduced fluorescence effects and allowed



258



the identification of the major cement phases: portlandite, C2S, C3S, C4AF and also gypsum,



259



CaSO4.(H2O)2 (Figure 4). However, the abundant C-S-H, which composes the cement



260



matrix, yielded a very noisy Raman signal dominated by fluorescence. Nevertheless, calcite,



261



aragonite and vaterite have been unambiguously distinguished within the carbonated edges



262



of the samples. These three CaCO3 polymorphs can coexist within sample areas of less than



263



40 × 40 µm2 (Figure 5). The different Raman active vibration modes of calcium carbonates



264



between 100 and 1200 cm-1 are summarized in Table 3. The ν 1 (symmetric stretch) CO3



265



vibration mode is characterized by a very strong band located at 1086 cm-1 for calcite,



266



aragonite and vaterite. Nevertheless, in addition to this CO3 vibration mode, vaterite Raman



267



spectrum also exhibits two intense Raman bands at 1092 cm-1 and 1077 cm-1. This band



268



triplet is specific to the vaterite spectrum and can thus be used to unambiguously identify



269



this CaCO3 polymorph. In the lattice vibration frequency range, calcite spectrum displays



270



two weak bands at 279 and 154 cm-1, while four different Raman bands, centred at 279,
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271



205, 152 and 143 cm-1, can be observed in aragonite spectrum and five weak bands, located



272



at 302, 277, 205, 152 and 112 cm-1, are indicative of the vaterite spectrum. As an example



273



of Raman mapping in a point-by-point configuration (680-1220 cm-1 spectral range), the



274



spatial distribution of vaterite has been studied around a residual (anhydrous) C2S grain



275



within the carbonated rim of N100-523T (1681 Raman spectra have been collected over a



276



80 × 80 µm² area at a sampling step of 2.0 µm in both x and y directions). As shown in



277



Figure 6, vaterite has crystallized in close vicinity of the C2S grain whereas aragonite and



278



calcite compose the rest of the carbonated matrix (aragonite and calcite cannot be



279



unambiguously distinguished in that spectral range). Moreover, a large vaterite area (40 ×



280



20 µm²) has been identified in the ‘shadow-region’ of the grain regarding the CO2 diffusive



281



flow direction.



282



In order to map the whole carbonated zone from rim to core without drastically



283



increasing the total acquisition time, dynamic line-scanning Raman mapping experiments



284



have been performed. The same region of the sample ENS90-051B has been mapped twice



285



(Figure 7), over two distinct spectral ranges: from 900 to 1300 cm-1 to assess the spatial



286



distribution of vaterite, and from 125 to 525 cm-1 to distinguish aragonite and calcite



287



(144153 Raman spectra have been collected over a 1009 × 4974 µm² area at a sampling step



288



of 5.9 µm in both x and y directions). At this scale, the high concentration of vaterite on a



289



500 µm wide zone at the carbonation front is clearly visible. The rest of the carbonated



290



matrix is mostly composed of calcite and aragonite, the latter apparently being the dominant



291



polymorph.



292 293 294



4. Numerical simulations and Discussion The formation of unexpected metastable CaCO3 polymorphs such as aragonite and



295



vaterite in addition to calcite during cement carbonation processes has already been



296



reported (Deng et al., 2002; Martinez-Ramirez et al., 2003; Potgieter-Vermaak et al., 2006;



297



Martinez-Ramirez et al., 2006). In cement samples recovered from a CO2 injection well in



298



the SACROC formation (Texas), the same CaCO3 polymorphs have been identified (Carey



299



et al., 2007). Similar disequilibria, within sedimentary rocks containing calcite, aragonite,
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300



Mg-rich calcites and also proto-dolomite have been reported (Morse & Casey, 1988).



301



Moreover, using a purely reactive model, Morse & Casey (1988) demonstrated that the



302



apparition of intermediate phases in the formation of a final product is controlled by



303



kinetics. We show here, for the first time, that vaterite is mainly concentrated in a 500 µm



304



wide zone located ahead of the carbonated zone, the so-called carbonation front. In order to



305



examine the thermochemical significance of this zone with respect to the cement



306



carbonation process, we have developed a simple numerical model which accounts for the



307



competition between the dissolution and the precipitation of the various CaCO3



308



polymorphs. Precipitation kinetic parameters for calcite and vaterite have been measured by



309



Brečević & Kralj (2007). Since there is no consistent kinetic database for all three CaCO3



310



polymorphs, aragonite and calcite will not be distinguished in the following. This



311



assumption is supported by a similar distribution of these two phases in the carbonated



312



zone. In addition, the lack of dissolution kinetic values, led us in a first approach, to assume



313



that precipitation and dissolution kinetic constant for calcite and vaterite are identical. This



314



assumption is generally verified close to equilibrium. The aqueous solubility of calcite and



315



vaterite are taken from Plummer et al. (1982). The thermochemical and kinetics data



316



considered here are summarized in Table 4. Assuming the precipitation/dissolution kinetic



317



law [2] and constant reactive surface areas (this latter assumption can be considered as



318



reasonable at the beginning of CaCO3 precipitation where the contribution of surface areas



319



is negligible compared to the kinetic effect of a high saturation degree), the competition



320



between these two CaCO3 polymorphs can be visualized by plotting their respective kinetics



321



versus the ionic activity product which indicates if the mineral will tend to precipitate or



322



dissolve regarding the solution composition (Figure 8). In the course of carbonation



323



experiments, when portlandite starts dissolving, the cement pore-water gets quickly



324



oversaturated regarding calcium carbonates. The system is then in Zone 1 of Figure 8,



325



where vaterite forms at a faster rate than calcite. However, subsequent calcium consumption



326



decreases the saturation level and brings the system into Zone 2 (Figure 8). There, both



327



calcite and vaterite precipitate, calcite precipitation kinetics is a little faster. Solution



328



saturation with respect to CaCO3 keeps decreasing and the system enters Zone 3 (Figure 8).



329



Then, calcite keeps precipitating while vaterite starts dissolving with a relatively fast rate.



330



Finally at the end of the longer experiments, Zone 4 is reached and calcite starts dissolving



331



slowly.
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332



Keeping in mind this important competition between the processes of calcite and



333



vaterite precipitation/dissolution, the evolution of a simplified cement material can be



334



simulated numerically. We recall that this simplified cement (20% porosity) is composed of



335



portlandite (20% of volume fraction), Ca(OH)2 and a non-reactive phase (60 vol.%), and is



336



submitted to a diffusive flux of CO2-saturated water at 90°C and 30 MPa (all species are



337



assumed to have the same aqueous diffusion coefficient of 6.7 10-9 m2.s-1). Possible pressure



338



gradients within the sample are neglected here. The total calcium carbonate volume fraction



339



versus sample depth is plotted in Figure 9 for simulation durations comprised between 6 and



340



84 hours. Both the carbonation front and the dissolution back-front described by Barlet-



341



Gouédard et al. (2007) are present (Figure 9). As expected for a diffusive process, the



342



propagation rate of these fronts follows a square-root of time law. We can also notice that



343



the CaCO3 volume fraction equals to up to 23 vol. % of the sample, i.e. more than the initial



344



portlandite volume proportion of 20%. Although vaterite forms prior to calcite in the course



345



of the carbonation process, it is more rapidly dissolved and vaterite is then partly replaced



346



by calcite (Figure 10). Consequently, after 12 hours, vaterite is more abundant than calcite



347



at the front of the carbonate-rich zone whereas its abundance decreases towards the sample



348



rim where calcite becomes the dominant carbonate. Therefore the calcite-rich zone seems to



349



grow at the expense of the vaterite-rich one.



350



We define here the so-called “carbonation front” (see Rimmelé et al., 2008) as the



351



carbonate-rich zone where the vaterite volume fraction is higher to ca. 5 %. The zone



352



corresponds to a minimum of porosity. After 84 hours of simulation, this “carbonation



353



front” is 0.35 mm wide whereas the calcite-dominant zone is 0.40 mm wide (Figure 10),



354



i.e., a carbonate rim of 0.75 mm has developed.



355



A carbonate distribution consistent with the experimental data is achieved when



356



using an initial geometric surface of 0.72 m2.m-3 for both calcite and vaterite seeds. Then,



357



the observed carbonate grain size (ca. 10 µm, Figure 2C) is satisfactorily simulated by



358



setting the reactive coefficient to around 0.02. This coefficient can be understood as the



359



portion of the carbonate grain surface available for growth but then it is expected to vary



360



over time. Its low value may be related to the low porosity of the carbonated zone.
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Due to the boundary conditions of an infinite acidic water reservoir saturated with



361 362



CO2, vaterite formed in a first stage will start dissolving, and therefore calcite formation



363



will be enhanced. In a later stage, vaterite is completely replaced by calcite which is also



364



expected to dissolve at some stage as a consequence of fixed boundary conditions. The



365



numerical simulation presented here reproduces, at least qualitatively, the CaCO3



366



distribution in our samples inferred using Raman spectroscopy, i.e., a vaterite-rich zone



367



ahead of the carbonation front with the more stable calcium carbonates located behind.



368



However, the simulated width of the vaterite rim which mostly depends on both vaterite



369



dissolution and calcite (and aragonite) precipitation rates, is different to the observed one.



370



Using our code, we can try to constrain the vaterite dissolution constant which was taken, in



371



a first step, as equal to its precipitation one as measured by Brečević and Kralj (2007).



372



Several simulations with various vaterite dissolution coefficients comprised between 3.23



373



and 0.03 mol.m-2.h-1 were run to adjust this parameter to the observed vaterite front



374



thickness (Figure 11). This yielded a vaterite dissolution coefficient equals to 1.6 mol.m-2.h-



375



1



376



than the calcite precipitation one. It must be recalled here that it is the competition between



377



calcite precipitation and vaterite dissolution rates which mostly controls the vaterite front



378



thickness.



which is about twice as low as its precipitation constant and about a hundred time higher



379 380 381



5. Concluding remarks



382



The preservation of a metastable CaCO3 polymorph such as vaterite in Portland cement



383



carbonated according to a reactive-transport process has the following consequences:



384



- Local equilibrium in reaction-transport code applied to Portland cement carbonation



385



cannot be assumed as long as calcium carbonates are concerned.



386



- The occurrence and the size of a vaterite-rich zone in carbonated Portland cements is a



387



proxy of local over-saturation which relates to the boundary conditions (e.g., CO2 rich fluid



388



composition). Under controlled experimental conditions, dissolution and precipitation



389



kinetic parameters can be constrained.
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390



- The volume variation associated with the carbonation of solid cement matrix (e.g.,



391



portlandite and C-S-H) will depend on the CaCO3 form which precipitates. The volume



392



difference of 2 – 2.5 % between vaterite and calcite is far from being negligible. Recently,



393



Rimmelé et al. (2008) have shown using SEM imaging in backscattered electron mode that



394



the 2D relative porosity obtained by BSE image analysis of the carbonated sample portion is



395



low and can reach less than 5 % in the zone that we inferred here to be vaterite rich.



396



Potentially, the polymorphic transformation of vaterite into calcite would then lower that



397



porosity by a factor 2.



398



- We confirm here that the combination of experimental and simple (1-D) modelling tools,



399



offers a powerful approach to characterize and simulate the reactive transport of CO2-rich



400



fluids in Portland cement. However, proper characterization of reacted cement porosity and



401



mineralogy using characterization techniques such as micro-Raman mapping, X-ray micro-



402



diffraction and chemical mapping (SEM) is required in order to interpret the experimental



403



data and constrain the numerical model. In this respect, the understanding of the



404



carbonation behaviour of C-S-H phases which are difficult to characterize using



405



conventional techniques remains a major challenge for a realistic simulation of Portland



406



cement carbonation.



407 408 409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416 417 418 419 420 421 422 423 424
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543 544 545 546



Tables sample N100-523T ENS90-003B ENS90-035T ENS90-051B



547 548



temperature (°C) 90 90 90 90



CO2 pressure (MPa) 10 30 30 30



CO2 wet supercritical dissolved in water wet supercritical dissolved in water



Table 1 Summary of the sample carbonation conditions. I II III IV V VI VII



549 550 551 552 553



duration (days) 22 3 35 51



front distance 0.7mm -0.1mm 0.1mm 0.5mm -0.2mm 0.4mm -0.6mm



aragonite yes weak yes yes no yes no



calcite yes weak yes yes no yes no



vaterite no yes yes no no weak no



Table 2 Sampling position regarding the carbonation front on the sample ENS90-035T and qualitative carbonate content based on the XRPD analysis.
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calcite



554 555 556 557



558 559 560 561 562



aragonite



vaterite 1092 vs 1086 vs 1077 s 751 vw 738 vw 715 vw 707 vw



vibration mode ν1 1086 vs 1086 vs ν1 ν1 ν4 ν4 712 w ν4 706 w ν4 702 w ν4 302 w lattice 278 w 278 w 277 w lattice 205 w 205 w lattice 152 w 152 w 152 w lattice 143 w lattice 112 w lattice vs, very strong; s, strong; w, weak; vw, very weak.



Table 3 Raman vibrations for the observed CaCO3 polymorphs. calcite log K* -9.170 k# (mol.m-2.s-1) 2.374 10-5 2 δ# 0 0.72 s (m2.m-3) c 0.02 1.0 10-8 φ0 (%) * Plummer & Busenberg (1982). # Brečević & Kralj (2007).



vaterite -8.697 8.976 10-4 2 0.72 0.02 2.0 10-8



Table 4 Thermodynamic and kinetic data for calcite and vaterite at 90°C. Initial texture parameters (geometric surfaces, reactive coefficients and volume fractions) for numerical simulations.



563 564 565



Figures
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Figure 1 (A) Sketch showing the main mechanisms activated during the experimental carbonation. (B) Schematic view of a carbonated cement sample cross-section showing the different zones (and their terminology) induced by CO2 alteration.
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570 571 572 573 574 575 576 577 578 579 580



Figure 2 (A) Example of a Portland cement sample ran for 3 days at 30 MPa, 90°C in CO2saturated water (ENS90-003B). In addition to the carbonated rim (greyish zone visible on the cut sample), euhedral mm-size aragonite and calcite grains are found to crystallize onto the sample surface. (B) Hydration features in a fresh cement zone (sample N100-523T, BSE image). The empty circles locate the electron-microprobe spot: (1) C3S, (2) C2S, (3) C4AF, (4) C-S-H with Ca/Si = 2.1, (5) C-S-H with Ca/Si = 1.7, (6) portlandite. C-S-H rims can be distinguished around both C3S and C2S. (C) Carbonated rim of sample N100-523T (BSE). Refractory C4AF are preserved and show the same textures as in the fresh zones. (1) C4AF, (2) silica-gel rich zone, (3) rounded carbonate.
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Figure 3 Section of sample ENS90-035T perpendicular to the core axis. Colour contrasts between carbonated, vaterite and sound zones are visible and outlined by plain and dashed lines. X-ray diffraction patterns of sample powders are collected at point II (vaterite zone) and III (calcite and aragonite zone). The calcium carbonate polymorphs recognized using X-ray detection are summarized in Table 2.
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Figure 4 Raman spectra of selected phases from sample N100-523T (Insets are optical images of the investigated areas in reflection mode). (A) portlandite, (B) C2S, (C) C3S + C4AF + C-S-H, (D) gypsum.
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Figure 5 Characteristic Raman spectra of the three CaCO3 polymorphs collected on sample N100-523T in the carbonated zone (Inset is an optical image of the investigated area in reflection mode).



A



20µm



B



Figure 6 (A) Optical image (reflected ligth) of a partially carbonated C2S (N100-523T). (B) Corresponding component Raman map (compiled from 1681 Raman spectra collected over a 80 × 80 µm² area, at a sampling step of 2.0 µm in both x and y directions), showing the correlation index of each spectrum with the reference spectrum of vaterite (yellow) and calcite/aragonite (red). Higher index values (bright colours) indicate a greater correlation between measurement and reference. White arrow indicates the carbonation ‘flow’ direction. The vaterite is present around the C2S grain, particularly in the ‘shadow-region’ regarding the flow. Calcite and aragonite abundantly occur everywhere else.
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Figure 7 Component dynamic line-scanning Raman map of the carbonated zone of ENS90051B sample (mosaic compiled from 144153 Raman spectra collected over a 1009 × 4974 µm² area, at a sampling step of 5.9 µm in both x and y directions), showing the correlation index of each spectrum with the reference spectrum of vaterite (yellow), calcite (cyan) and aragonite (red). Higher index values (bright colours) indicate larger correlation index. White arrow indicates the carbonation ’flow‘ direction. At this scale, the high concentration of vaterite on a 500 µm large zone at the carbonation front is clearly visible. A second vaterite-rich zone behind may well materialize a “paleofront” as defined by Barlet-Gouédard et al., 2006. The rest of the carbonated matrix is mostly composed of calcite and aragonite, the latter apparently being the dominant polymorph.
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Figure 8 Calcite and vaterite dissolution/precipitation kinetics (ϑ) versus aqueous solution ionic activity product. Portlandite dissolution and CO2 diffusion brings the solution to Zone 1.
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Vaterite precipitates faster than calcite and, subsequently, lowers Q down to Zone 2 where calcite formation is the fastest. Once the fluid composition reaches Zone 3, there is a competition between vaterite dissolution (increase Q) and calcite crystallization (decrease Q). This competition controls the vaterite rim width.
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Figure 9 Total calcium carbonates (calcite + vaterite) volume fraction as a function of depth (mm) for increasing run durations. The width of the carbonated front increases with time although it is partially dissolved by the acidic fluid (dissolution back-front).
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Figure 10 Calcite (solid line) and vaterite (dash) volume fractions versus the depth (mm) for several run durations. The width of the vaterite rim remains roughly constant after 60-70 hours.
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Figure 11 Simulations with various dissolution kinetic constants for vaterite (from 0.03 to 3.23 mol.m-2.h-1) for a run duration of 84 hours. A vaterite-front width of 500 µm is achieved after 84 hours for a dissolution constant of around 1.6 mol.m-2.h-1.
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